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THE PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

(a) The Complaint. Cn January 18, 1963, the

United States of America filed a complaint in which two

separate claims were stated. In the first claim the

Biloxi Municipal Separate School District, each member

of the Board of Trustees thereof, and Robert D. Brown,

Superintendent of Education of the Biloxi Municipal School

District, were named as defendants. In the second claim

the Gulfport Municipal Separate School District, each
1/

member of the Board of Trustees thereof,r and W.L.

Rigby, Superintendent of Education of Gulfport Municipal

Separate School District, were named as defendants. On

March 19, 1963, the Gulfport defendants filed a motion for

severance, which was granted by the Court without objection.

Since, however, both cases have been set for hearing at the

same time on fay 6, 1963, and inasmuch as the two cases
2/

involve very similar questions of fact and law, 	 plain-

tiff has prepared this single memorandum dealing with both

cases.

1/ The original complaint named Charles R. Storey as a
defendant. On January 29, 1963, the United States moved
to strike his name from the complaint and to amend the
complaint to substitute as a party defendant Mrs. Charles R,
Storey, Mr. Storey having erroneously been named as a
defendant. On February 1, 1963, the Court granted the
motion to substitute Mrs. Storey.

2/ As stated in paragraph 35 of the complaint, para-
graphs 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 27, 30, 32 and 34
of the "first claim" against the Biloxi Board (which is
now C.A. No. 2643D are incorporated verbatim into the
"second claim" against the Gulfport Board (which is now
C.A. Ido. 2678). Moreover, other paragraphs of the two
claims are substantially identical. `Whenever in the
following description of the complaint identical or sub-
stantially identical paraffraphs are described or quoted,
a single description or quote will be used where clarity
is achieved by so doing, with variation as to one or the
other groups noted in brackets ([	 ]). When this is done
the relevant paragraphs of the complaint will be cited
by the numbers appearing in both the first and second
claims.
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As to each of the two claims -- now two separate

actions -- The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under
3/	 4/

28 U.S.C. §1343	 and § 1345.

After noting that the State of Mississippi main-

tains a state-wide system of free public schools (para..

graphs 3, 30), and that both the Board of Trustees of the

3/ 28 U.S.C. 1343 provides:

The district courts shall have original
jurisdiction of any civil action authorized by law
to be commenced by any persons

(1) To recover damages for injury to his
person or property, or because of the de-
privation of any right or privilege of . a
citizen of the United States, by any act
done in furtherance of any conspiracy
mentioned in section 1985 of Title 42;

(2) To recover damages from any person
who fails to prevent or to aid in prevent-
ing any wrongs mentioned in section 1985
of Title 42 which he had knowledge were
about to occur and power to prevent;

(3) To redress the deprivation, under
color of any State law, statute, ordinance,
regulation, custom or usage, of any right,
privilege or immu:-iity secured by the Con-
stitution of the United States or by any
Act of Congress providing for equal rights
of citizens or of all persons within the
jurisdiction of the United States;

(4) To recover damages or to secure
equitable or other relief under any Act of
Congress providing for the protection of
civil rights, including the right to vote.

4/ 28 U,S.C. 1345 provides:

Except as otherwise provided by Act of
Congress, the • 'district courts shall have
original jurisdiction of all civil actions,
suits or proceedings commenced by the
United States, or by any agency or officer
thereof expressly authorized to sue by Act
of Congress.
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Biloxi Municipal Sepazate epazate School District and the $off ok 1 ŷ itee8 of the

Gulfport Municipal Separate School District are "vested

under Mississippi law with the general administration and

supervision of the public schools"''within the cities of
5/

Biloxi and Gulfport, respectively (paragraphs 4, 36), the

complaint alleges that the plaintiff maintains, in Harrison

County, Mississippi (in which both Biloxi and Gulfport are

located) Keesler Air Force Base, "a part of its national
6/

defense establishment", and that approximately 25,225

military personnel and 2,590 civilian employees of the

plaintiff are stationed and employed at Keesler Air Force
7/

Base (paragraphs 10, 35).^

In paragraphs 15 and 41 the complaint states that

"under the provisions of Chapter 19 of Title 20, United

States Code," the United States Commissioner of Education

"has approved and the plaintiff," in the case of the Biloxi

Board, "has paid," and, in the case of the Gulfport Board,

"has paid or agreed to pay," for the "construction and im-

provement of the schools" operated by each Board, grants

from 1950 to the present time in the amount of $2,158,869.35

to the Biloxi Board, and $1,240,478.35 to the Gulfport Board.

The complaint goes on to state (paragraphs 24, 50)

that "in connection with each of its applications for a grant

under chapter 19 of Title 20, United States Code," each

Boards

5/ The complaint alleges that the Biloxi and Gulfport Boards
maintain and operate, respectively, fourteen and seventeen
public schools "for the education of children residing" with-
in the jurisdiction of each Board, "including dependents of
members and civilian employees of the plaintiff's Armed
Servijes " (paragraphs 13, 39).

6/ And a Veterans Administration Hospital "for the treatment
of veterans of its Armed Services."

7/ The complaint states that "there are no educational
facilities on Keesler Air Force Base available to the school-
age dependents of members and civilian employees of the
plaintiff's Armed Services."
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. . . gave written assurance, as
required by 20 U.S.C. 636, that the
school facilities of [the Biloxi and
Gulfport Boards] 'will be available
to the children for whose education
contributions are provided . . . on
the same terms, in accordance with the
laws of the State in which the appli-
cant is situated, as they are available
to other children in applicant's school
district. '8/

After noting that approximately 3,600 children

of military personnel and civilians stationed or employed

at Keesler Air Force Base (of whom 250 are Negro children),
9/

and at the Veterans Administration Hospital,

	

	 attend the
10/

public schools operated by the Biloxi Board (paragraph•25)

and that approximately 2,000 such children(of whom 130 are

Negro) attend the public schools operated by the Gulfport

8/ With respect to the Biloxi Board, the complaint em-
merates (paragraphs 16-23) various school construction pro

-jects fi an sed in whole or in part by federal funds supplied
pur%cant to Chapter 19 of 20 U.F,C O Similarly, in para-
graphs 42 through 49 of the complaint, various school con-
stresction projects undertaken by the Gulfport Board with
federal funds are set forth.

In paragraphs 14 and 40, the complaint states,
with respect to each Board, that-,

Under the provisions of Ctcpter 13 of
Title 20 of the United States Code, the Com-
missioner of Education has approved and the
plaintiff has paid to [the respective Boards]
during the period from 1950 to the present
time a total of [$2,356,967 to the Biloxi
Board and $1,098,370.75 to the Gulfport
Boards for the maintenance and operation of
its schools. These grants were approved and
the payments made on account of the (respect-
ive Boards] providing public education for
the dependents of members and civilian em-
ployees of [the plaintiff) and the proceeds
were used by the [two Boards] to defray the
general cost of maintaining and operating
its public schools.

9/ And at other installations of the plaintiff within
Harrison County.

10/ Of the 3,600 children attending Biloxi schools, 1,600
are children of military personnel living within Keesler
Air Force Base (paragraph 26).
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Board (paragraph 51i, the complaint alleges that "it is the

policy and practice of the defendants in operating the public

schools under their jurisdiction to segregate Negro students

in separate schools maintained and operated soely for stu-

dents who are of the Negro race" (paragraphs 27, 35). Pur-

suant to this policy, the complaint states,

,.. all Negro school-age dependents of
military personnel and civilian employees
of the plaintiff residing within the bound-
aries of the [Biloxi School District and the
Gulfport School District] are .compelled to
attend schools operated exclusively for mem-
bers of the Negro race and are not permitted
to attend schools available to white children
similarly situated (paragraphs 29, 53).

The complaint further contends that each Board "has

failed and is now failing and refusing to perform each of its

assurances referred to and described in" paragraphs 24 and 50

of the complaint (paragraphs 31, 55), in that the defendants

have failed and are now failing "to make the public school

facilities under their (respective] jurisdictions] available

to Negro dependents of the members and employees of the Armed

Services of the plaintiff upon the same terms as such facili-
11/

ties are available to white children" (paragraphs 30, 35).

Moreover, the complaint states that "the acts and conduct of

the defendants . . . violate the Fourteenth Amendment to
12/

the Constitution" (paragraphs 32, 35).i

11/ With respect to the Gulfport Board the complaint states
that ",,.the defendants assign Negro school-age dependents of
[federal personnel] .., to schools further from their resi-
dences than other schools operated by the defendants for the
education of white children exclusively" (paragraph 54).

12/ In paragraphs 33 and 56 of the complaint the plaintiff
contends that defendants, unless restrained by the Court, will
continue to discriminate against federal children on account
of race, "thereby violating the written assurances described
in paragraph 24 (and 50] and causing irreparable injury to the
plaintiff consisting of impairment of the services and morale
of its military and civilian personnel and the separation of
servicemen from their families" when such servicemen "send
their children to schools outside the area of the military
installation at which they are :stationed in order to avoid
subjecting the children to racial discrimination in their
education." In paragraphs 34 and 35 the complaint states
that the plaintiff "has no adequate remedy at law."
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The prayer seeks in injidnct^.od re g ttainiiig the

defendants from ", ,	 s6gIegating or discriminating

against, among, or between, upon the basis of their race

Or color, any dependents of military personnel or civilian

employees of the plaintiff in the operation of public

schools, together with such additional relief as may be

appropriate."

(b) The motions to dismiss

On March 19, 1963, the two groups of defendants

filed separate motions to dismiss, raising the same legal

objections to the complaint. The grounds urged in support

of dismissal were (1) the court lacks jurisdiction of the

subject matter and the parties; (2) the complaint fails

to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; and

(3) the United States "has no standing as plaintiff in

this Court for the reason that the said United States of

American does not have the requisite interest in the

subject matter as alleged in said complaint to maintain

such action"

-7-
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ARGUMENT

I

This Court has Jurisdiction

Both motions to dismiss contend that

this Court lacks jurisdiction of the subject

matter. There is no merit whatever to this

argument.

28 U.S.C. 1345 provides:

Except as otherwise pro-
vided by Act of Congress,
the district courts shall
have original jurisdiction
of all civil actions, suits
or proceedings commenced by
the United States, or by any
agency or officer thereof
expressly authorized to sue
by Act of Congress.

This statute means that whenever suit

is brought by the United States, the district

court has jurisdiction by virtue of the fact

that the United States has brought the suit,

United States v, Silliman, 167 U.S. 607 (CA. 3,

1948), cert. denied, 335 U.S. 825; United States

v. Colvard, 89 F. 2d 312, 313 (C.A. 4, 1937);

United States v. United States Klans, 194 F.

Supp., 897, 899 (N.D. Ala. 1961); United States v,

Fallbrook Public Utility District, 165 F, Supp.

806, 854 (S.D. Calif. 1958); United States v.

City of Philadelphia, 56 F. Supp, 862, 866

(E.D. Pa. 1944), affirmed, 147 F. 2d 291

(C.A. 3), cert. denied, 325 U.S. 70; cf. United

States v. Sayward, 160 U.S. 493 (1F,95); United

States v. Conti, 27 F. Supp, 756, 759 (S.D. I.Y.

1939).
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As these cases indicate, only

agencies or officers of the United States--

not the united States itself--need express

authority to sue in order to vest juris-

diction in the District courts. The stat-

ute itself makes this very clear. It

grants jurisdiction "of all * * * suits

commenced by the United States, or by any

agency or officer thereof expressly authorized

to sue by Act of Congress," (Emphasis added).

The italicized language obviously refers only

to suits brought by agencies and officers, and

is immaterial with respect to suits brought by

the United States itself. It will be noted

that the statutory language is expressed in the

disjunctive -- "the United States, or by any

agency or officer thereof" -- and that, while

there is a comma before the "or", no comma

appears after "thereof," This clearly reveals

an intention to specify two separate classes,

with the language following "thereof," without

a grammatical pause, pertaining exclusively to

the second class.

To read the statute otherwise would

be to render nonsensical the Congressional

language, for if "expressly authorized" does

not pertain only to officers and agencies the

statute must be read to say that this Court

has jurisdiction "of all * * * suits * * *

commenced by the United States * * * expressly

authorized to sue by Act of Congress." But

surely Congress did not grant jurisdiction of

"* * * suits * * * expressly authorized to

sue * * *." In short, a major reconstruction
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of the statutory language would be requited

in order to read "exptessly authorized' to

modify "United States'i as well as "agency

or officer thereof". This is surely the

place for application of the normal rule

that "qualifying words, where no contrary

intention appears, be ordinarily applied

solely to the words or phrase immediately pre-

ceding." Buscaglia v. Bowie, 139 P. 2d 294,

296 (C.A. 1 1943); see also United States v.

Hughes, 116 F. 2d 613, 616 (C.A. 1940).

United States v, Silliman, sup r a,

would seem to dispose of this issue. In

Silliman the Government asserted a common law

cause of action in tort, which was sustained

by the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit

although no statute authorized the United States

to sue to recover tort damages for the particular

injury alleged, One of the objections to the

maintenance of this suit was that the district

court lacked "jurisdiction." But the Court

of Appeals for the Third Circuit held (167 F.

2d at 610):

The argument for the defense
on this question is phrased
in terms of jurisdiction of
the United States courts.
Pte do not think this method
of approach is convincing
nor does it make the point
which the defendant really
has in mind. If the United
States has a cause of action
the general statute [citing
28 U.S.C. 41(1), the similarly-
phrased predecessor to 28 U.S.C.
1345] giving jurisdiction to
District Courts of the United
States is amply clear to show
that the forum chosen is an
appropriate one.

The Silliman case, then, held that the United

States need not be expressly authorized to sue
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in order to give jurisdiction to the District

Courts. See also United States v. Colvard,

supra.

The historical development of what

is now 28 U.S.C. 1345 is equally persuasive.

Article III, section 2 of the Constitution

extends the judicial power of the United

States "to controversies to which the United

States shall be a Party." The Judiciary Act of

1789 gave the district courts jurisdiction "of

all suits at common law where the United States

shall sue," and gave the circuit courts juris-

diction "of all suits of a civil nature at

common law or in equity where "* * * the United

States are plaintiffs, or petitioners." 1 Stat.

77, 78.1J/ It was not until 1815 that Congress

dealt with suits by officers of the Government.

By 3 Stat. 244, 245, district and circuit courts

were granted jurisdiction of "all suits at

common law, where the United States, or any

officer thereof, under the authority of any act

of Congress, shall sue", thus adding to the

original grant. j/ In 1875 (18 Stat. 470) the

circuit courts were granted jurisdiction of

suits at common law and equity "in which the

United States are plaintiffs or petitioners."

No mention was made of suits by federal officers,

13/ This and some subsequent statutes contained
a jurisdictional amount requirement,

14 It would have been possible to read the
act of 1815 to require express statutory authority
even where the United States sued, because of the
comma appearing after "thereof" and the general

(Cont. on following page)
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which presumably could still be brought under

the 1815 statute 4 See H .rt & Wechsler, rhe

Federal Courts & The Federal System 1107,

note 4 (1953). The final product (except for

minor changes in phraseology added by the

1948 revision of The Judicial Code15 / was

created by the act of 1911 (36 Stat, 1087,

1091) described by Hart & Wechsler, supra,

at 1107-1108, as follows:

14hen the circuit courts
were abolished in 1911,
their jurisdiction in suits
by the United States was
transferred to the district
courts, To it was added
cognizance of all civil
actions, equitable as wc.11
as legal, brought by federal
officers "authorized by law
to sue *	 *.'

(Cont. from preceding page)

structure of the language of the Act, Yet it
is perfectly clear that such an idea was not
entertained by the Supreme Court, as Cotton v.
United States, 11 How, 229 (1850), makes clear.
Cotton was a suit by the United States for tres-
pass quare clausum fregit. No statute authorized
the Government to maintain such a suit. Defendants
challenged the Government's standing, and the
Supreme Court held that the United States, as a
body politic, could maintain an action for tort,
just as a private person or corporation could,
Had the 1815 Act meant what defendants say
section 1345 (the language of which is much less
favorable to their contention than was the
language of the 1815 Act) means, the Supreme Court
would not have reached the standing question, for
the suit would have had to be dismissed for lack
of jurisdiction of the subject matter. But no
one disputed the court's jurisdiction. This de-
cision plainly indicates that the Court believed
the United States courts had jurisdiction when-
ever the United States brought suit, even without
statutory authority, Accord: United States v.
Silliman, supra.

/ And the addition of the word "agencies."
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This historical development wad re-

cently reviewed in United States v, California,

208 F, Supp, 861, 864 (S.D. Calif. 1962), as

follows (all deletions, noted by * * *, are

the court's):

Moreover, the First Congress,
while declaring in §13 that
the Supreme Court generally
had exclusive jurisdiction
of all cases wherein a State
was a party, at the same time
expressly conferred upon the
circuit (trial) courts of the
United States original juris-
diction of "all suits of a
civil nature * * * where *
the United States are plaintiffs
* * *." (Judiciary Act of 1789,
§ll, 1 Stat. 78 (1789).)

Throughout their long history,
the trial courts of the United
States have retained this same
"original jurisdiction" of all
civil cases wherein "the United
States are plaintiffs". (See:
Act of March 3, 1875, §1, 18
Stat. 470, as amended, 24 Stat.
552 (1887) and 25 Stat. 434
(1888); Judicial Code of 1911,
§24, 36 Stat. 1091 (1911);
28 U.S.C. 41(1), as amended, id.
§1345 (1948).] So it is that
1345 of Title 28 of the United
States Code now stipulates that:
"Except as otherwise provided
by Act of Congress, the district
courts shall have original
jurisdiction of all civil actions,
suits or proceedings commenced by
the United States * * *." (ibid.]

The grant to Federal trial
courts of "original jurisdiction
of all civil action * * * commenced
by the United States" has never
been displaced. , , eLL/

In short, the antecedents of 28 U.S.C.

1345 reveal two separate bases of jurisdiction,

which have at times been combined in a single

statute (as now) while always retaining their in-

dependent character: suits by the United States*

1&/ Last deletion, noted by • , „ added,
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and suits by federal officers Land, sine 1948k

agencies) authorized by law to sue. it cannot,

therefore, be denied that under 28 U.S.C. 1345 this

Court has jurisdiction of this case, by the mere

fact that the United States is the plainti.

II.

Racial segregation of federally-
connected children violates the
statutory assurance required by
20 U.S.C. 636(b)(1) F

There can be no serious question in this

case about the fact that the defendant Boards are

following a policy of racial segregation in pupil

assignments. Since that is so, we submit that the

Boards are violating their contractual and statutory

obligations created by section 636 of the federal

school construction act of 1950.

17/ Since it is so clear that the District Court
has jurisdiction under section 1345, it is not neces-
sary for this Court to decide whether jurisdiction
also exists under the Civil Rights Act, 28 U.S.C. 1343.

As earlier noted, the motions to dismiss also
contend that the Court lacks jurisdiction of the
parties. Defendants do not suggest, however, that
service of process was in any way improper, nor is
it asserted that they are not, as a matter of legal
power, subject to the process of this Court. It is
therefore difficult to understand the basis for
this objection, and for that reason we have beer.
unable to frame a response thereto.
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A. The Statutory Scheme

In 1950 the Congress of the United States

enacted chapter 19 of Title 20, United States Code

(20 U.S.C. §§631 et she .). The Congressional object-

ives are set forth, inter alia, in section 631 of the

Act, which declares that:

The purpose of this chapter is
to provide assistance for the
construction of urgently needed
minimum school facilities in school
districts which have had substantial
increases in school membership as a
result of new or increased federal
activities. 1$/

The Act sets forth how the "federal share" of any

school construction project is to be computed,

depending upon the number and percentage of children

of federal employees or servicemen who attend local

schools (H634-635).

Section 636 of Title 20 sets forth in

detail the procedures by which local school authori-

ties may apply for federal funds for school

construction. Section 636(b)(1) provides that "Each

application by a local educational agency shall set

forth the project for the construction of school

facilities for such agency with respect to which it

is filed, and shall contain or be supported by" a

number of specifications and "assurances." The

application must contain a description of the proj-

ect and site, preliminary drawings of the proposed

construction, and other information the Commissioner

of Education might require (§636(b)(1)(A)). It must

also contain or be supported by an "assurance" that

the agency has or will have title to the site or the

right to build schools thereon and to operate them

for 20 years (§636(b)(1)(B)); an assurance that the

/ For this purpose funds were authorized to be
appropriated. 20 U.S.C. §631,
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agency has legal authority to undertake the con-

struction and to finance its share of the cost

(636(b)(l)(C)); an assurance that the agency will

build the school facility within a reasonable time

(§636(b)(1)(D)); an assurance that certain minimum

wage scales will be adhered to in the construction

work (§636(b)(l)(E)); and an assurance that the

agency will submit such reports on the project as the

Commissioner of Education may require (§636(b)(1)(G)).

In addition, section 636(b)(1)(F) requires

the school authorities to give an "assurance" that:

* * * the school facilities of
such agency will be available to
the children for whose education
contributions are provided in this
chapter on the same terms, in
accordance with the laws of the
State in which the school district
of such agency is situated, as they
are available to other children in
such school district * * * *.

Section 636(b)(2) then provides that,

after the Commissioner of Education reviews the

application and satisfies himself as to certain other

matters, 20/ he "shall approve" the application.

19 / "School facilities" is defined in section 61i5(9)
To include "classrooms and related facilities", and
"initial equipment, machinery, and utilities necessary
or appropriate for school purposes • " Certain
facilities are excluded from the definition.

20/ The Commissioner must find that (a) the require-
ments of section 636(b)(1)(A to G) have been met;
(b) the project is "not inconsistent with over-all
State plans for" school construction, about which
the Commissioner must consult with State and local
educational agencies; and (c) that there are
sufficient federal funds to pay the "Federal share"
of the cost of the project and of other projects
having a higher priority. The priority requirement
may be waived (§636(b)(2)).
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And section 636(c) provides that "No applica-

tion * * * shall be disapproved in whole or

in part until the Commissioner of Education

has afforded the local educational agency

reasonable notice and opportunity for

hearing."

Section 637(a) of the Act then pro-

vides that:

Upon approving the application
of any local educational agency
under section 636 of this title,
the Commissioner of Education shall
pay to such agency an amount equal
to 10 percentum of the federal
share of the cost of the project.
After final drawings and specifica-
tions have been approved by the
Commissioner of Education and
the construction contract has been
entered into, the Commissioner
shall, in accordance with regula-
tions prescribed by him and at
such times and in such installments
as may be reasonable, pay to such
agency the remainder of the Federal
share of the cost of the project./

Section 640 of the Act deals with

the situation which might arise, with respect to

"children who * * * reside on Federal property",

in the event that "no tax revenue of the State

or any political subdivision thereof may be ex-

pended for the free public education of

[federal] children", or if, in the "judgment

of the Commissioner", after consultation with

State officials, "no local educational agency

is able to provide suitable free public

education for [federal] children." In such

cases, section 640 states that the Commissioner

of Education "shall make arrangements for

21 / Section 637(b) provides that "Any funds paid
to a local educational agency under this chapter
and not expended for the purposes for which paid
shall be repaid to the Treasury of the United
States."
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constructing or otherwise providing the

minimum school facilities necessary for the

education of such children."

Moreover, section 640 also deals

with situations in which, with respect to

children of members of the Armed forces on

active duty, "the schools in which free

public education is usually provided for

such children are made unavailable to them

as a result of official action by State or

local governmental authority and it is the

judgment of the Commissioner", after consult-

ing the state educational agency, "that no

local educational agency is able to provide

free suitable public education for such

children." In such cases the Commissioner

"may", as in the cases of children who reside

on federal property, make arrangements to con-

struct or provide school facilities for these

children as well, on a temporary basis.

Section 641(a) of the Act allows

the Commissioner to take certain action upon

violations of the assurances and requirements

laid down in preceding sections for the use

of the federal funds once granted, This

section provides:

Whenever the Commissioner of
Education, after reasonable
notice and opportunity for hear-
ing to a local educational
agency, finds (1) that there
is a substantial failure to
comply with the drawings and
specifications for the project,
(2) that any funds paid to the
local educational agency * * *
have been diverted from the
purposes for which paid, or
(3) that any assurance given
in an application is not being
or cannot be carried out, the
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Commissioner may forthwith
notify such agency that no
further payment will be made
under this chapter with re-
spect to such agency until
there is no longer any failure
to comply or the diversion
or default has been corrected
or, if compliance or correc-
tion is impossible, until
such agency repays or arranges
for the repayment of Federal
moneys which have been diverted
or improperly expended.

Judicial review of any refusal to ap-

prove any application for funds, and of any

action taken by the Commissioner in cases of

deviation from the statutory requirements or

assurances, is provided for by section 641(b).22/

Section 642(a) provides that:

In the administration of
this chapter, no department,
agency, officer, or employee of
the United States shall exercise
any direction, supervision, or
control over the personnel,
curriculum, or program of in-
struction of any school or
school system of any local or
State educational agency.

Other aspects of the administration of

the Act and the general powers of the Commissioner

of Education and other federal agencies are dealt

with in sections 642 and 643 of the Act,

22/ Section 641(b) provides:

The final refusal of the Commissioner
to approve part or all of any applica-
tion * * *, and the Commissioner's
final action under subsection (a) of
[section 641), shall be subject to
judicial review on the record, in the
United States court of appeals for
the circuit in which the local educa-
tional agency is located, in accordance
with the provisions of the Administrative
Procedure Act,

One such refusal has been reviewed in
the courts, School City of Gary v. Derthick,
273 P. 2d 319 C.A. 7, 1959).
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B, The statutory assurance forbids the exclusion
of a federally-connected child from any school
by reason of his race,

1. Each application filed by the Biloxi

and Gulfport School Boards fir a federal school con-

struction grant included therein the "assurance" re-

quired by 20 U.S.C.	 636(b)(l)(F). That statute

provides:

Each application. • .shall contain
or be supported by --

assurance that the school facilities
of such agency will be available to the
children for whose education contributions
are provided in this chapter on the same
terms, in accordance with the laws of the
State in which the school district of such
agency is situated, as they are available
to other children in such school district

Notably, the statute refers to the avail-

ability of school facilities "in accordance with the

laws of the State," and not in accordance with any

practice, custom or usage of local agencies. This is

made clear by House Report IEIo. 2810, 81st Congress, 2d

Sess., p. 15 (1950), which states that the assurance

requirement" . . . is not intended to disturb. . .

patterns of racial segregation established in accordance

with the laws of the State in which the school district
23/

is situated"

Obviously, then, a particular local custom

of segregation is, under this statute, irrelevant; it

is only segregation established by state law that Congress

intended to exempt from the general nondiscrimination
24 /

requirement of the act.

23/	 See also 20 U.S C. 645(13), which defines the
term "State" to mean "a State, Puerto Rico, Guam, the
Virgin Islands, or Wake Island."

24/	 See, however, pp.	 , infra, in which we explain
that implicit in the statute is the requirement that the
"terms' imposed upon local children, by which the rights
of federal children are to be measured, are only those
terms which are not inconsistent with the Constitution
of the United States.
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Since that is so we submit that the defendants'

practice of segregating federal children on account of

race is in violation of the assurance given pursuant to

20 U.SiC 4 36(b)(1)(F), for Mississippi law does not now

require or authorize racial segregation in public schools.

2. The Mississippi Pupil Placement law, Section

6334-01 of the Mississippi Code, enacted in 1954, vests

in the Board of Trustees of the school district the "power

and authority" to assign pupils to schools. And Section

6334-02 specifies the criteria that the trustees must

consider in making school assignments. That section

provides:

In making assignments of children to
schools or attendance centers as provided
in this act, the board of trustees shall
take into consideration the educational
needs and welfare of the child involved,
the welfare and best interest of all the
pupils attending the school or schools
involved, the availability of school
facilities, sanitary conditions and facili-
ties at the school or schools involved,
health and moral factors at the school or
schools, and in the community involved,
and all other factors which the board of
trustees may consider pertinent, relevant
or material in their effect on the welfare
and best interest of the school district
and the particular school or schools in-
volved. All such assignments shall be on
an individual basis as to the particular
child involved, and, in making such assign-
ment, the board of trustees shall not be
limited or circumscribed by the boundaries
of any attendance areas which may have been
established by such board of trustees.
(Emphasis added).

The Supreme Court of Mississippi has recognized

that section 6334-02 controls the board of school trustees

in assigning pupils to particular schools. County Board of

Education of Jones County v. Smith, 239 Miss, 53, 121 So. 2d

139 (1960); Board of Education v, State Educational Finance

Committee, 243 Miss. 782, 138 So. 2d 912 (1962). Nor does

the Mississippi Supreme Court suggest any factors other
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than those set forth in that section which may be consi-

dered in making the assignments. The Mississippi court

further recognizes that the assignment of pupils cannot

be "arbitrary and capricious, or . . • [violate] a

statutory or constitutional right of the minor." County

Board of Education of Jones County v. Smith, 239 Miss. 53,

63, 121 So, 2d 139, 144. Where a child has been arbitrarily

denied placement in a school because of considerations not

permitted by the pupil Placement Act he has a right of

administrative and judicial review under state law -- and

this right was, in fact, exercised by the plaintiff in

the Jones County case, supra.

There is no reason to read into Section 6334-02

authorization for making assignments upon the basis of

race, for to do so would render it immediately unconsti-

tutional on its face. It should, instead, be construed

as the courts have construed the Alabama and North Carolina

pupil placement acts, which contain similar (although not

identical) criteria. In Shuttlesworth v. Birmingham

Board of Education, 162 F. Supp. 372, 384 (N.D. Ala. 1958),

aff'-a. per curiam, 358 U.S. 101, the three-judge district
court said that the Alabama law "furnished the legal

machinery for an orderly administration of the public

schools in a constitutional manner by the admission of

qualified pupils upon a basis of individual merit without

regard to their race or color" (emphasis added). And in

Jeffers v. Whitley, 309 F. 2d 621, 627 (C.A. 4, 1962), The

Court of Appeals said of the North Carolina law that

"assignments on a racial basis are neither authorized nor

contemplated by that permissive act."

Obviously, the Pupil Placement Act must be

so construed, to preserve its validity. We think there

can be no doubt, therefore, that it does not authorize
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assignments to be made on a racial basis. For a pupil

assignment to be sustained under this statute it must

be made on the basis of some other criteria; if made on

racial grounds it would be contrary to the act. if,

therefore, the Pupil Placement law is the only Mississippi

law relevant to this question, it is clear that the de-

fendants have violated the assurance required by section

636 of Title 20, U.S.C.

3. Section 207 of Article 8 of the Constitution

of Mississippi, which declares that "separate schools

shall be maintained for children of the white and colored

races," long antedated the Supreme Court's decision in

Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). Section

207 has, of course, been unconstitutional since the day

Brown was decided. The invalidity of this provision is so

patent that a three-judge court is unnecessary to rule on

the point. Bailey v. Patterson, 369 U.S. 31 (1962).

The effect of the Brown case upon section 207,

moreover, is that section 207 no longer exists in legal

contemplation. In Ex Parte Royall, 117 U.S. 241, 248

(1886), the Supreme Court stated that "an unconstitutional

law is void, and is no law." (Emphasis added). It is

viewed tithe same as if there were no act." United States

v. Realty Co., 163 U.S. 427, 439 (1896). 	 It is "not a

law; it binds no one, and protects no one," Huntington v.

Worthen, 120 U.S. 97, 101-102 (1887) and is "as inoperative

as if it had never been passed," Chicago, I. & L. Ry. Co.

v. Hackett, 228 U.S. 559, 566 (1913). This principle was

summed up in Norton v. Shelby County, 118 U.S. 425 (1886),

as follows:

An unconstitutional act is not a law;
it confers no rights; it imposes no
duties; it affords no protection, it
creates no offices; it is, in legal
contemplation, as inoperative as though
it had never been passed.
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See also Hoon vj	 200 Va. 439, 106 S.E. 2d 636,

644 (1959) 1 in which the Supreme COt*rt of Appeals of

Virginia referred to the "destruction'' by the Brown

decision of Section 140 of the Virginia Constitution.,

which, like Section 2071 required public school segre-

gation.

In consequence, it is irrelevant that section

207 of the Mississippi Constitution has not been expressly

repealed by the State legislature. Its retention in the

statute books does not preserve its legal existence. it

is not the "law" of Mississippi, and has not been since

May 17, 1954. The Pupil Placement Act, therefore, is not

inconsistent with section 207, nor may the latter be read

into the broad language of the former. There simply is

no constitutional provision in Mississippi requiring

school segregation.

4. Two other provisions of the Mississippi

Code need mention. One is section 6220,5, which imposes

a criminal penalty upon "any member of the white or

Caucasian race" who attends "any school of high school

level or below" which is "also attended by a member or

members of the colored or Negro race." This statute,

enacted in 1955, is, like section 207 of the Constitution,

absolutely void on its face and has no existence in legal

contemplation. Moreover it is not directed to school

board members, and, in any event, an unconstitutional law

cannot "operate to supersede any existing valid law."

Chicago, I. & L. Ry. Co. v. Hackett,:228 . U,S. 559, 566

(1913). This statute, therefore, has no legal effect

upon the Pupil Placement Act, which predated the criminal

provision by one year.

The other Mississippi statute involved is

section 4065.3, enacted in 1956. It instructs the "entire

executive branch of the Government of the State of
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Mississippi," including local officials, to "give full
force and effect in the performance of their official

. . . duties, to the Resolution of Interposition, Senate

Concurrent Resolution No. 125, adopted by the Legislature

of the State of Mississippi on the 29th Day of February,

1956 • • . ." The statute further states that:

[The) resolution of Interposition was
adopted by virtue of and under authority
of the reserved rights of the State of
Mississippi, as guaranteed by the Tenth
Amendment. . . and all of said members
of the executive branch be and they are
hereby directed to comply fully with the
Constitution of the State of Mississippi,
the Statutes of the State of Mississippi,
and said Resolution of Interposition, and
are further directed and required to pro-
hibit, by any lawful, peaceful and constitu-
tional means, the implementation of or the
compliiance with the Integration Decisions of
the United States Supreme Court of May 17,
1954. . . and to prohibit, by any lawful,
peaceful and constitutional means, the
causing of a mixing or integration of the
white and Negro races in public schools . . .

Of course, the interposition resolution upon

which section 4065.3 is based is absolutely null and

void. The interposition doctrine was laid to rest (if,

indeed, there had been any serious doubt about it) by the

Supreme Court in Bush v. Orleans Parish, 364 U.S. 500, in

which the Court, in denying a stay of a District Court

injunction of Louisiana's interposition statute, said:

The nub of the decision of the three-judge
court is this:

'The conclusion is clear that inter-
position is not a constitutional doctrine.
If taken seriously, it is illegal defiance
of constitutional authority.' United States
v. Louisiana, 188 P. Supp. 916, 926.

The main basis for challenging this ruling is
that the State of Louisiana 'has interposed
itself in the field of public education over
which it has exclusive control.' This ob-
jection is without substance, as we held,
upon full consideration, in Cooper v. Aaron,
358 U.S. 1. The others are likewise without
merit.

Accordingly, the motions for stay are denied.
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And, needless to say, Aection 4065.3, which has its genesis

in the unlawful interposition resolution, is also void.

These statutes, therefore, cannot supersede, or have the

slightest impact upon, the meaning of the Pupil Placement

25 /
Act'.

5. We do not rely solely upon the principle

that the void statutes and constitutional provisions are

not the "law" of Mississippi. We also submit that the

Constitution of the United States, which prohibits such

segregation, is itself a part of the "law" of Mississippi.

See U.S. Coast., Art. VI; Neal v. Delaware, 103 U.S. 370

(1880). In Neal v. Delaware the Supreme Court held (103

U.S. at 389) that ". . . the adoption of the Fifteenth

Amendment had the effect, in law, to remove from the

State Constitution, or render inoperative, that provision

which restricts the right of suffrage to the white race."

Since the state statute there involved, which prescribed

the qualifications of jurors, depended upon the provision

of the state constitution setting forth the qualifications

for voting, the Court went on to hold that:

Thenceforward, the statute which prescribed
the qualifications of jurors was, itself,
enlarged in its operation, so as to embrace
all who by the State Constitution, as modified
by the Supreme law of the land, were qualified
to vote at a general election,

In short, whatever the Constitution of the United

States requires is automatically incorporated into the law

of the State. In legal effect, then, Mississippi law, as

modified by the Fourteenth Amendment, prohibits racial

segregation.

al/ Of course, a state official is bound to obey federal
law and to disregard state laws or constitutions, whether
unconstitutional or not, when the two are in conflict. Ex
Parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371, ;1&6.. And obedience to para
mount federal law is a complete defense to any charge that
a state official disobeyed state law. Ex Parte La Prade,
289 U.S. 444.
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The conclusion is inescapable i There is i in

Mississippi, no law that regl{ires, authorizes, sanctions

or establishes facial segregation in the public schools.

Indeed, the contrary is true. Since that is so, the de-

fendants have violated the statutory assurance required

by 20 U.S.C. 636, which recognizes discrimination against

federal children only when it is established "in accordance

with the laws of the State • • • ." The assurance re-

quires that, irrespective of law local students are

treated in fact, federal children must be treated according

to the laws of the State. Thus, while the defendants do

not permit local Negro children to attend "white" schools

in fact, their action in so doing violates the law of

Mississippi and cannot, therefore, be used as the

measure of treatment due federal Negro children.
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6. Moreover; the fact is that federal Negro

children are being excluded from some of the schools at-

tended by local children. Inasmuch as the statute requires

that school facilities must be made available to the federal

children on the same basis as they are available to local

children, it follows that, without more, all of the federal

children are entitled to attend these same schools -- un-

less the school authorities can point to some reason for not

permitting such attendance. The only possible reason the

defendants can have for excluding these federal children is

that they are Negro and that the County Board is entitled to

bar their access to these schools because local Negro

children are similarly barred.

This defense, however, must be rejected for two

reasons, First, the segregation of local children is uncon-

stitutional. The Constitution is "color blind," as Mr.

Justice Harlan noted long ago in Plessy v. Ferguson, 163

U.S. 537 (1896), and the "indiscriminate imposition of in-

equalities" can never justify discrimination which violates

the Constitution, Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948).

Thus defendants simply may not be heard to say that their

treatment of federal children is lawful because their treat-

ment of local children is unconstitutional. It would be

absurd for a federal court to entertain such a defense.

Cf. Hurd V. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24 (1948).

Secondly, defendants may not be heard to say this

because such a defense is not available under the statute

here in question. While we think it clear (see supra np,.

) that one standard by which the treatment accorded

federal children must be measured is the standard imposed

by state law, we also submit that section 636, and the

assurances given pursuant thereto, necessarily incorporate

as well the standards imposed by the Constitution of the
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United States. When the statute rec^ulres federai. chhdren

to be treated on "the same terms" as local Children are

treated, the "terms" to which it refers must be understood

to include only constitutional terms. Thus, what the

assurance means is that federal children must be treated as

local children are required to be treated under state law,

but in any event federal children may be treated no worse

than the Constitution of the United States requires local

children to be treated.

If this were not true it would be necessary to

impute to Congress the intention to subject federal children

to whatever lawful, arbitrary, and unconstitutional conduct

happened to prevail in any given school district. But we

think it plain that whenever Congress in general terms in-

corporates state conduct into a federal statute, the statute

incorporates only constitutional state conduct. In Air

Terminal Services, inc. v. Rentzel, 81 F. Supp. 611 (E.D,

Va. 1949) (Bryan, J .), it was argued that a Virginia

criminal statute requiring racial segregation in restaurants

was applicable to restaurants in the Washington National

Airport (located in Virginia). Under 18 U.S.C. § 13 (the

"Assimilative Crimes Act") any act on a government reserva-

tion which is a crime under the laws of the state in which

the reservation is located is also a federal crime. The

Federal Civil Aeronautics Administrator, however, had issued

a regulation prohibiting such segregation at National Air-

port. Judge Bryan held (81 F. Supp. at 613);

The fundamental purpose of the ass imd la•-
tive crimes act was to provide each Federal
reservation a criminal code for its local
government; it was intended "to use local
statutes to fill the gaps in the Federal
Criminal Code." It is not to be allowed to
override other "federal policies as ex-
pressed by Acts of Congress" or by valid
administrative orders, Johnson v. Yellow Cab
Co., 321 U.S. 383, 389, 64 S.Ct. 622, 626,
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88 L $D. 814, and one of those "federal
policies" had been the avoidance of race
distinction irL Federal matters, Hurd v.
Hodge, 334 U.B. 24, 68 S.Ct. 847. The
regulation of the Administrator, who was
authorized by statute, Act June 29, 1940,
54 Stat. 686, to promulgate rules for the
Airport, is but an additional declaration
and effectuation of that policy, and there.»
fore its issuance is not barred by the
assimilative crimes statute.

In short, Judge Bryan held that a federal statute

incorporating state law as the federal standard did not in-

corporate state laws which are in conflict with federal

public policy. See also United States v, Warne, 190 F.

Supp. 645, 658-659 (N.D. Calif., 1960) (three-judge court),

aff'd in part and reversed in part on other grounds sub.

nom,, Paul v, United States, 371 U.S. 245 (1963) ( " * * *

the Assimilative Crimes Act does not operate to adopt any

State penal statutes which are in conflict with federal

policy * * *'); Johnson v. Yellow Cab Co., 321 U.S. 389,
26/

390 (1944); 	 Stewart & Co. v. Sadrakula, 309 U.S. 94

26/ In lohnson v. Yellow Cab Co., supra, the Supreme Court,
considering whether a shipment of liquor to Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, seized by state officials, should be ordered re-
turned to the shipper by a lower federal court, said
(321 U.S. at 389-390):

Petitioners' argument as to the applica-
bility of the assimilative crimes statute
raise at least three distinct questions,
one one of which is easily resolved: * * *
(2) If there are Oklahoma statutes which
could be so adopted, are all or any of
them in conflict with federal policies as
expressed by Acts of Congress other than
the assimilative crimes statute or by
valid Army regulations which have the
force of law? Cf. Stewart & Co. v.
Sadrakul a, 309 U.S. 94, 99-104,

The Court found it unnecessary to reach the nuestion stated,
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99-104 (1940);	 United States v, Unzenta, 281 U.S. 138,

143-144 (1930). At the time of the Air Terminal decision

racial segregation had not been held to violate the Consti-

tution it was merely in conflict with federal "policy" and

an administrative order. If the Air Terminal decision was

correct, then, we submit, it follows a fortiori that section

636 does not incorporate state laws or conduct which violate

the Constitution of the United States itself.

27/ In Stewart & Co. v. Sadrakula, supra, the Supreme Court
considered the question of whether a state statute concerning
the protection of employees in places of work remained ef-
fective as a statute of the United States applicable to land
after the federal government acquired exclusive jurisdiction
thereof. The Court held that the New York law continued as
a part of the laws of the federal enclave. The court said,
however, (309 U.S. at 99-104):

The Constitution * * * has long been
interpreted so as to permit the continu-
ance until abrogated of those rules ex-
isting at the time of the surrender of
[state] sovereignty which govern the
rights of occupants of the territory
transferred. * * * It is urged that the
provisions of the Labor Law contain
numerous administrative and other pro-
visions which cannot be relevant to the
federal territory. * * * With the
domestication in the excised area of the
entire applicable body of state municipal
law much of the state law must necessarily
be inappropriate. Some sections authorize
quasi-judicial proceedings or administrative
action and may well have no validity in the
federal area, * * * We do not agree, how-
ever, that because the Labor Law is not ap-
plicable as a whole, it follows that none of
its sections are. We have held in Collins
v. Yosemite Park Co., 1304 U.S. 518, 532J
that sections ot a California statute which
levied excises on sales of liquor in Yosemite
National Park were enforceable in the Park,
while sections of the same statute providing
regulation of the Park liquor traffic through
licenses were unenforceable. But the authvri--
ty of state laws or their administration may
not interfere with the carrying out of a
national purpose. Where enforcement of the
state law would handicap efforts to carry out
the plans of the United States, the State en-
actment must, of course, give way.
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Finally, we think that this construction of the

statute is required by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States. If the statute makes unconstitu-

tional state action the statutory standard, the statute is

itself unconstitutional under the Fifth Amendment, which

prohibits governmentally imposed segregation just as the

Fourteenth Amendment does. Bolling v. Sharp, 347 U.S. 497

(1954). For example, if a federal child sued under 42 U.S.C.

1983 to gain admittance to the "white" schools in Biloxi or

Gulfport, '• .- . the defendants could not justify their action

on the ground that it was authorized by 20 U.S.C. 636. If

the court held that the statute did authorize their action,

it would have to declar the statute unconstitutional. As

the Supreme Court held in Gunn v.Barry, 82 U.S. (15 Wall.)

610, 623, "Congress cannot, by authorization or ratification,

give the slightest effect to a state law or constitution in

conflict with the Constitution of the United States." We

think it wholly inadmissible to impute to the Congress of

the United States an intention to violate the Fifth Amend-

ment to the Constitution of the United States. And surely

a federal statute which is susceptible of two constructions,

one constitutional and the other valid, must be construed

to sustain its validity.

For all of these reasons we submit that the

only "terms" applied to local children by local school

authorities which may be considered in measuring the treat-

ment due federal children are constitutional terms. it

follows, therefore, that in determining whether the ;iio'ki

and Gulfport - schools are available to federal children

"on the same terms" as they are available to local

children, it is irrelevant that in fact defendants are
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treating local Negro children in an unconstitutional
28r

manner,

/ The meaning of the assurance is clearly a question of
statutory interpretation, since the statute requires that the
specific terms of the statutory language be incorporated into
the application. See Personal Industrial Bankers, Inc. v.
Citizens Budget Co., 80 F. 2d 327, 328 (C.A. 6, 1935), cert.
denied, 293 U.S. 674; ,cf. United States v. Lewin, 29 F. Supp.
512 N.D. Calif. 1939): And the statute obviously refers to
the law of the state as it exists at the time of performance.
See generally United States v. Sharpnack, 355 U.S. 286, 294-296
(1958); Clark Distilling Co. v. Western Maryland P. Co. 242
U.S. 311, 326 (1917); Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. 10 Wheat.)
1, 48 (1825). Similarly, the time of performance is also the
relevant time with respect to the requirements imposed by the
federal constitution. See Neal v. Delaware, 103 U.S. 370
(1.881).
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III

The written tssurindes contained
in the Grant Appli ations are
legally enforceable obligations

This section of the plaintiff's legal

memorandum will discuss the authorities establish-

int (1) that the written assurances of the Biloxi

and Gulfport School Boards are contractual promises,

and (2) even if they were not, there is a statutory

obligation to comply with the assurance.

A. The Assurance is a Contractual Promise

1. The "assurance" given by the two Boards

in each of their applications is an obligation

arising out of a contractual arrangement entered

into between the United States and the two school

boards. Pursuant to the statute (20 U.S.C. § 631

et seq.) the parties entered into an agreement by

which the United States would provide school con-

struction funds in exchange for certain "assurances"

on the part of the Boards, An "assurance" is a

promise, Caband v. Federal Insurance Co„ 37 F. 2d

23 (C.A. 2, 1930), and the entire arrangement, as

prescribed by the statute, has all the characteris-

tics of an ordinary contractual transaction. When

the United States makes a grant with the expectation

of obtaining benefits in return therefore, and

extracts promises in exchange, the grant is not a

mere "gift", unaccompanied by any obligation on the

part of the grantee, but is, on the contrary, a part

of a binding contractual arrangement. In Burke v.

Southern Pacific Ry. Co., 234 U.S. 669 (1914), the

Court said, with reference to a federal grant of

land to a railroad (234 U.S. at 679);
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We first notice a contention on
the Part of the mineral claimants
to the effect that the grant to the
railroad company was merely a Rift
from the United States, and should
be construed and applied accordingly.
The granting act not only does not
support the contention but refutes
it. The act did not follow the
buildin g of the road but preceded
it. Instead of giving a gratuitous
reward for something already done,
the act made a proposal to the
company to the effect that if the
latter would locate, construct and
put into operation a designated
line of railroad, patents would be
issued to the company * * *. The
purpose was to bring about the con-
struction of the road, with the
resulting advantage to the govern-
ment and the public, and to that
end provision was made for compen-
sating the company, if it should
do the work, by patenting to it
the lands indicated. The company
was at liberty to accept or reject
the proposal. It accepted in the
mode contemplated by the act, and
thereby the parties were brought
into such contractual relations
that the terms of the proposal be-
came obligatory on both. And when,
by construction the road and putting
it in operation, the company per-
formed its part of the contract, it
became entitled to performance by
the government * * * the grant should
not be treated as a mere gift.

See also United States v. Northern Pacific Ry Co.,

256 U.S. 51 (1921); Helvering v. Northwest Steel

Mills, 311 U.S. 45 (1940); Oregon & California Ry.

Co,. v. United States, 238 U.S. 393 (1915); United

States v. Northern Pacific Railway, 311 U.S. 317

29/ In the Northern Pacific case the Court said:
"***the Act and resolution of Congress) embodied a
proposal to the company to the effect that if it
would undertake and perform that vast work, it would
receive in return the lands comprehended in the grant.
The company accepted the proposal and at enormous
cost constructed the road and put the same in opera-
tion; and the road was accepted by the President.
Thus the proposal was converted into a contract ***."
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(1940); United States v. San Frtnci g co, 23 F. Supp.

40, 45 (N.D. Calif. 1938), , rev!d 106 F. 2d 569

(C.A. 9), rev 9d, aff t g District Court, 310 U.S. 16

(1940).

These cases indicate that, in general,

when the government grants money upon certain con-

ditions or obtains certain promises in exchange

therefore, the grant is to be considered a contract,

enforceable as such at the suit of either party.

The grants made pursuant to the federal school con-

struction act are no different. Here the United

States agreed, by approving the applications, to make

certain payments in exchange for certain promises;

and it did make such payments. Indeed, even if the

contracts were not now fully executed on the govern-

ment's part, the statute makes it clear that once

the statutory conditions are met the government is

obliged to approve (or "accept") and to pay. The

statute declares that, if the conditions specified

are met, the Commissioner "shall approve" the appli-

cation, 20 U.S.C. 636(b)(2), and he "shall pay" to

the local school agency the funds agreed upon accord-

ing to the statutory scheme. 20 U.S.C. 637(a),

637(b). Any doubt whether the Commissioner is bound

to approve and to pay is dispelled by the provisions

for a hearing and for judicial review of an adverse

decision. 20 U.S.C. 636(c), 641(b).

In return for payment, the Board has agreed

to do certain things; among them to treat federal

children as required by section 636(b)(1)(F),. Indeed,

this assurance is one of the main inducements for

the government to grant the funds, as the assurance
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itself makes Clear by referring to "the [federal]

children for Whose edb ;cat ion contributions are pro-
30/

vided in this chapter * * *." 20 U.S.C. 636(b)(F).

Compare United States v. Northern Pacific Railway,

256 U.S. 51 58-59 (1921). At this stage the

government has paid and the contracts are therefore

fully executed on its part. It follows that the

defendants continue to be bound by the assurance

required by section 636(b)(1)(F).

B. Breach of The Assurance As a Violation of the
Statute

Even if an enforceable contractual obliga-

tion was not created when the defendants vave the

several assurances required by 29 U.S.C. 636(b)(1)(F),

we submit that the statute itself implies that the

assurance is enforceable in a court of law. While

§636(b)(1)(F) is cast in terms of a requirement that

each applicant assure the Commissioner that equal

treatment will be afforded, its substance is that

no entity which has given the assurance shall treat

federal children other than as required therein.

Whatever the particular phraseology of section

636(b)(1)(P), nice technical distinctions as to form

or language are inapplicable in the interpretation

of federal grants made under an act of Coneress.

Ervein v. United States, 251 U.S. 41 (1919); cf.

Seari ght v. Stokes, 44 U.S. (3 How.), 150, 166-167
--- 31, --
(1845). And federal c rrants have always been

30/ See also H. Rept, No. 2810, quoted supra, np-

31/ In Searight v. Stokes, supra, the Court said
T4 U.S. (3 How.) at 166-167):

But in interpreting these contracts
the parties, the relation in which
they stand to one another, and the

(Cont. on following page.)
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considered As having the force of law as well as

creating contractual relationships. Oregon &

California Ry. Co. v. United States, 238 U.S. 393,

415 (1915), held that "* * * there may be a dif-

ference in rigor between public and private grants

and * * * this court has said that railroad grants

have the command and necessarily, therefore, the

effect of law * * *," See also Helvering v. North-

west Steel Mills, 311 U0S. 46, 51 (1940); United

States v. City & County of San Francisco, 23 F. Supp.

40, 45 (N.D. Calif. 1938), rev ¢d, 106 F, 2d 16 (1940),

rev'd, aff 'g, District Court, 310 U.S, 16 (1940),

Thus we think the authorities demonstrate that

section 636 itself requires--even apart from contract

--that the defendants must do what the statute pre-

scribes.

31/ (Cont. from preceding page.)

objects they evidently had in view,
must all be considered. And we
should hardly carry out their true
meaning and intention if we treated
the contract as one between indi-
viduals, bargaining with each other
with adverse interests, and should
apply to it the same strict and
technical rules of construction that
are appropriate to cases of that
description. This, on the contrary,
is a contract between two govern-
ments deeply concerned in the welfare
of each other * * * *,



iv

The unlawful eicelusion Of tetiain Pedet6l
Nejich11dre frOm certain schools
Ecause of their race conflicts w th
Nation policy under the War Power

We have heretofore demonstrated that the school

boards of Biloxi and Gulfport are obligated by contract

and by statute to admit federal children to their schools

without regard to race or color. There is yet another

obligation which these Boards, and the other defendants,

are violating. This is their obligation under the Const i-

tution that they not unlawfully interfere with the

legitimate exercise by the United States of its authority

under the War Power.

A. National_Policy in Connection With Racial Discrimination
in the Armed Services

Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution empowers

Congress "To raise and support Armies" and "To make Rules

for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval

Forces." Since the founding of the Republic, Congress

has exercised this power by maintaining an Army and Navy,

and it now maintains, pursuant to the same broad consti-

tutional provisions, an Air Force as well. Over the years

the importance of the exercise of this particular power,

and the complexity and magnitude of the effort necessary

to maintain an adequate defense establishment have in-

creased.

During long periods of our history Negro citizens

of the United States have not been enlisted in the various

Armed Forces, and their abilities utilized, upon the same

basis as white citizens. The loss of potential manpower

to the Nation, and the damage to the efficiency and morale

of Negro servicemen enlised in racially segregated units,
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have been the subject of extensive study. This concern

with obtaining full utilization of our manpower for the

national defense long preceded the rulings of the Supreme

Court that racial segregation imposed by government was

unconstitutional, Ibid, cc. 2 through 4, pp. 12-44.

On June 26, 1948, President Truman issued his

executive order prohibiting racial discrimination in any

of the Armed Services, and establishing the President's

Committee on Equality of Treatment and Opportunity in the
34 /

Armed Services. Executive Order 9981,

Elimination of racial discrimination in the Armed

Services themselves did not solve all of the services'

racial'problems with respect to full utilization of man-

power, The problem remained of racial discrimination in

the communities in which the military installations, or
35 /

units, were locate. The services were faced with a

33/ For a review of the Nation's history on this subject,
with a particularly detailed account of the final elimi-
nation of racial discrimination from the Armed Services, see
Lee Nichols, Breakthrough on the Color Front, Random House
(1954).

34 / At the time the executive order was issued the Navy
and the Air Force had already taken significant steps to
eliminate racial discrimination in order that they might
more fully utilize their manpower. See Nichols, op. cit.,
pp. 36-81; Report of the President's Committee on Equality
of Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed Forces, Freedom
to Serve, U. S. Govt. Printing Office (1950).

35/ In this connection, Nichols, op. cit., p. 63, recounts
a conversation with General George C. Marshall regarding
conditions during World War II:

Negro leaders protested to no avail
against the War Department policy of
assigning large numbers of northern
Negroes to southern posts, where most
outbreaks occurred. General Marshall
told this author later he 'much regretted
my decision acquiescing in the plan to
train northern Negro units in the South,
[a policy adopted] because of advantages to
be gained in climate, economy, in con-
struction, etc.'

'It led to almost impossible situations
in relation to local laws and conditions
off the re8er'vations i l-,he sajd, 'and-added.
much to the bitterness of racial feelings.'
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problem of whether they could assign Negro personnel to

areas where they and their families would have to face

racial discrimination in the local communities. To do

so would reduce the efficiency and morale of the Negro

serviceman, while, on the other hand, to limit his

assignability by geography would likewise restrict the

full and free utilization of abailable manpower. In

an effort to deal with this problem, the policy directives

of the Armed Services, and of the executive branch generally,

began to deal increasingly with the subject of racial

discrimination suffered by the serviceman and his family

other than in the strict performance of his official

duties.

President Truman, in 1951, pocket-vetoed a bill

passed by Congress because one of its provisions would

have required racial segregation of on-post schools

located in states where the state law required segregation.

See 97 Cong. Rec. 13787, 82nd Cong., 1st Sess., "Memorandum

of Disapproval" of November 2, 1951, on HR, 5411. In his

explanatory memorandum the President mentioned that at

least some desegregation of on-base schools located in

such areas had already been achieved.

On January 12, 1954, Secretary of Defense

Charles W. Wilson ordered that all on-base schools be
36 /

operated without racial discrimination. The order applied

36 / The official directives and other orders of the
Department of Defense and other government agencies
concerned with federal policy on racial segregation
are all reproduced in the Appendix to this memorandum,
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to the education of the dependents of both military and

civilian personnel.	 This policy was formulated prior

to the decision of the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board

of Education, supra, and there can therefore be no

question but that it was formulated in connection with

the exercise of the war power and not in an effort to

implement the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.

In 1961 the policy directives of the Department

of Defense became increasingly concerned

with racial discrimination occuring in facilities used by

service personnel, or their dependents, where the facilities

were owned, controlled, or supported in any way by the

United States. On April 28, 1961, the Secretary of Defense

forbade official sponsorship of any recreational organization

which practiced racial discrimination, and forbade the use

of any facility of the Department of Defense by such organi-

zation.	 .

On June 19, 1961, the Deputy Secretary of Defense,

noting that "the policy of equal treatment for all members

of the Armed Forces without regard to race, creed or color,

is firmly established within the Department of Defense,"

directed local commanders to obtain desegregation of off-

base facilities through use of command-community relations

committees whenever they could do so. Wherever desegregation

of off-base facilities could not be achieved by this means,

the Department of Defense would provide such facilities on

the military installations to the extent possible.
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On December 7, 1961, the Assistant Secretary of

Defense for Manpower directed the undersecretaries of the

three Armed Services to ensure that civil defense training

and education was conducted on a racially non-segregated

basis. Commanders are required by the memorandum to

provide on-base facilities for such training whenever

non-segregated facilities are unavailable off the base.

As recently as this year the Assistant Secretary

of Defense for Manpower ha. had occasion to direct the

services to remind their commanders "that facilities

selected for use in field exercises should be open to

use by all personnel without regard to race„" The fact

that a facility is volunteered for use by a local organi-

zation does not justify its use by the military if racial

discrimination will result.

On January 18, 1963, the Assistant Secretary of

Defense for Manpower directed the secretaries of the three••

Armed Services to cooperate with the United Services

Organizations, fnc, to desegregate USO facilities,, The

Assistant Secretary's memorandum states that "of immediate

concern to the Defense Department is the fact that some, of

these facilities are located in federally owned buildings.

On March 8, 1963, the Secretary of Defense issued

his memorandum on "Non-Discrimination in Family Housing" to

the three service secretaries. This memorandum applies to

off-base housing which is not owned by the United States.

It directs that when the Armed Services lease privately-
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owned housing in order to make it available for assignment

to military personnel and their families the owner must

agree to accept military tenants without discrimination

because of race, color, creed, or national origin. The

memorandum further provides that the base housing offices

which lease available private housing shall include only

those units which are available without regard to race,

color, creed, or national original origin, The official

concern of the United States in eliminating racial

discrimination against servicemen and their families

has been expressed not only in the service directives

reviewed above, but by the President, as the chief exe-

cutive of the Nation and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed

Forces. In his letter of June 22, 1962, establishing

his Committee on Equality of Opportunity in the Armed

Forces, President Kennedy stressed the importance of "a

thorough review of the current situation both within the

services and in the communities where military installations

are located." He specifically charged the Committee with

answering the following question:

What measures should be employed to improve
equality of opportunity for members of the
Armed Forces and their dsaendents in the
civilian community, particularly with
respect to housing, education, transpor-
tation, recreational facilities, community
events, programs?

B. National Policy With Respect to Non-Discrimination in
the Education of Armed Services Dependents

In connection with its exercise of the war power

the United States has assumed responsibility for seeing

that free public education is provided for the dependents

of the personnel of the Armed Forces. The need for the

Nation assuming this responsibility is obvious. Service-

men are necessarily assigned to posts as the national

interest requires. Their duty must be performed where

the Nation needs them, not where they might choose to go.

In order to maintain the morale of the services and to

avoid discouraging enlistment, it is essential that the

servicemen and their families be provided at least a
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minimum of the opportunities for education and advancement

which they would enjoy in civilian life. For this reason the

Nation has undertaken to provide not only housing for the

families of servicemen in the vicinity of their duty posts,

but has insured that their children be afforded a free public

education.

The official regulations of the Department of the

Air Force relating to the education and training of Air Force

dependents are both detailed and lengthy. The regulations

deal with education of dependents both within the continental

United States and overseas. Within the United States, the

regulations contemplate the education of the children by local

school authorities with federal financial assistance. Where

this canxiot be arranged education must be provided by the

military in on-base schools, Specifically, Air Force Regula-

tion No. 39-49 (12 April 1957) declares that it is a "major

responsibility of installation commanders" to insure that

"school-age dependents of Air Force personnel under their

commands are furnished a suitable free public education,,"

See also A.F. Reg, No. 214-3 (8 Dec. 1961),

As has already been noted, the impact of the

policy against racial discrimination was felt at an early

stage in the performance of the Government's obligation to

afford education for the service dependents. As early as

1951, President Truman noted that there had been some de-

segregation of on-base schools in Southern states. 	 In

January 1954 the Secretary of Defense ordered the desegrega-

tion of all on-base schools. This still left unresolved,

however, the problem of racial discrimination in the education

of dependents in local schools which were receiving federal

financial assistance, The federal responsibility with re-

spect to these children, however, was inescapable once the

Supreme Court declared public school segregation unconstitu--

t ional.

37/ See his "Memorandum of Disapproval," supra,
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On March 30, 1962, the Secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare ruled that racially segregated

education afforded to children living on federal property

by local school districts receiving federal financial

assistance under P. L. 815 and P, L. 874 was not a

"suitable education" within the meaning of those statutes.

Thus the Secretary formally articulated the national policy

which had in fact already evolved--the policy that the

dependents of Armed Forces personnel should not be sub-

jected to racial discrimination in schools which the

United States operates, maintains, or financially supports,.
38 /

directly or indirectly, for their education.

C. The Conduct of the Defendants is an Unconstitutional
Burden Upon the War Power

The action of the defendants in discriminating

against children of Keesler Air Force Base personnel on

account of their race directly conflicts with the national

policy above stated. Accordingly, their conduct consti-

tutes an unlawful burden upon the national exercise of

the war power.

From the earliest days of the Republic the

Supreme Court has held that state action which conflicts

with the exercise of any of the powers conferred by the

Constitution upon the Nation is unconstitutional.

McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. 315 (1819); Sanitary

District v. United States, 266 U.S. 405 (1925); Morgan v.

Virginia, 328 U.S. 373 (1946); Paul v. United States, 371

U.S, 245 (1963). This principle has been specifically

applied in nullifying state action relating to the equal

treatment of the races in the use of public accommodations

38/ An even more general "federal policy" was recognized
by the Court in Air Terminal Service v. Rentzel, 81 F.
Supp, 611 (Bryan, J., 1949), as being "the avoidance of
racial distinctions in Federal matters."
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and facilities. Hall v. DeCuir, 95 U.S. 485 (1878);

Morgan v. Virginia, supra; United States v. Lassiter,

203 F. Supp..20 (W.D. La. 1962), aff'd,, 371 U.S. 10

(1963). Where, however, the state action is consistent

with the naticnal policy it is sustained. Green v.

Continental Air Lines, Inc., 31 Law Week 4372 (1963).

The principle underlying the above-cited cases

has also been specifically applied to state action bur-

dening the Nation in the exercise of its war power. In

Paul v. United States, 371 U.S. 245 (1963), the United

States sued California on the ground that the state's

price regulation scheme "was an unconstitutional burden

on the United States in the exercise of its constitutional

power to establish and maintain the Armed Forces." In

affirming the issuance of a preliminary injunction, the

Supreme Court held that "the issue as to whether or not

the State regulatory scheme burdened the exercise by the

United States of its constitutional power to maintain the

Armed Services * * * was a substantial federal question."

Similarly, in United States v. Georgia Public Service

Commission, 371 U.S. 285 (1963), the Court held that

state regulation of rates charged by intra-state moving

companies could not constitutionally apply to charges for

moving household effects of servicemen transferred from

one post to another, where the cost was to be borne by

the United States.

In most of the cases involving the question of

whether particular state action unconstitutionally "burdens"

one of the various constitutional powers of the Federal

Government, the courts necessarily balance the state

interest against the federal interest. Thus legitimate

state health and safety regulations relating to interstate

transportation terminals will be sustained, as will reasonable

local traffic regulations applied to Government vehicles.
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Where the federal interest outweighs the state interest,

the state action will be nullified, Thus in Morgan v.

Virginia, supra, the Court struck down a Virginia

statute requiring racial segregation of interstate bus

passengers because of the physical inconvenience and

discomfort that would be imposed on such passengers if

required to change their seating when the bus crossed a

state line. The Court concluded that the national

interest in having a uniform rule applicable to inter-

state passengers must prevail over the interest of the

State of Virginia in enforcing its racial policies.

This decision was rendered at a time when the separate-

but-equal doctrine of Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S, 537

(1896), was still the rule.

Similarly, in Paul v. United States, supra, the

Court held that the federal policy favoring competitive

bidding in the purchase of supplies (even where such

purchases were from funds not appropriated by Congress)

must prevail over the state interest in regulating the

price of milk for the benefit of the general public.

If the State of Mississippi had a legitimate

interest in promoting racial segregation in its public

schools there might be a serious question whether the

federal interest in promoting non-discrimination among

the children of service personnel would prevail. Here,

however, the State of Mississippi has no legitimate

interest to assert. Since the decision in Brown, racial

discrimination in the public schools of Harrison County

has been unconstitutional apart from any considerations

of the federal war power. There is no occasion here for

"balancing." The conduct of the state being unconsti-

tutional under the Fourteenth Amendment, the burden which

it imposes on the exercise of the was power is necessarily

"unreasonable."
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The United States is a proper
party to assert the claim set
forth in the complaint.

The defendants in objecting to the standing of

the United States as a plaintiff, apparently misconceive

the nature of the plaintiff's claim. While the basis of

defendants' objection to the standing of the United States

is not stated in the motions to dismiss, it may be that

defendants assume that the United States is here assert-

ing a right to sue on behalf of private individuals to

protect their rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.

This is not the case. The United States here sues to assert

its own right: (1) to performance of a contract, (2) to

performance of a statutory obligation owed the United

States, and (3) to remove an unconstitutional burden upon

the exercise of the war power. Prior decisions clearly

sustain the right of the United States to assert each of

these interests by suit in federal court..

A. Standing to Sue to Enforce the Contract.

Since the defendants are bound by contract not

to discriminate racially against federal children in

school assignments, it is clear that the United States --

the promisee of the assurance required by Section 636(b)(1)(F)

and given in the applications -- has standing to enforce

that contractual obligation.

It has long been settled that, notwithstanding

the absence of express statutory authority, the United

States has standing to sue to enforce contracts to which

it is a party. As early as 1818 in Dugan v. United

States, 3 Wheat, 172, 177, the Supreme Court said that

"in all cases of contract with the United States, [the

United States] must have a right to enforce the performance

of such contract, or to recover damages for their violation,
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by actions in their own name, unless a different mode of

suit be prescribed by law * * *. It would be strange to

deny them [the United States) a right which is secured to

every citizen of the United States." See also Jessup v.

United States, 106 U.S. (16 Otto) 147, 152 (1882); United

States v. Tingey, 5 Pet. 115, 127-128 (1831).

Similarly, in Cotton v. United States, 11 How.

229 (1850), the Supreme Court said:

* * * the powers of the United States
as a sovereign, dealing with offenders
against their laws, must not be confounded
with their rights as a body politic. It
would present a strange anomaly, indeed,
if, having the power to make contracts and
hold property as other persons, natural or
artificial, they were not entitled to the
same remedies for their protection. * * *
Although as a sovereign the United States
may not be sued, yet as a corporation or
body politic they may bring suits to enforce
their contracts and protect their property.

See also Rex Trailer Co. v. United States, 350 U.S. 148,

151 (1956); Hart & Wechsler, The Federal Courts and The

Federal System, 1114-1115 (1953); Corwin, ed., Annotated

Constitution of the United States of America, 584 (1953).

The absence of express statutory authority to

sue to enforce these contracts is, therefore, no obstacle

to the maintenance of this suit, for the assurance is

enforceable, like any other contract to which the Government

is a party.

B. Standing of the United States to Enforce
the Statutory Obligation.

If section 636 requires compliance with its terms,

we submit that it must be enforceable in a suit by the

United States. Otherwise, once the schools have been

constructed and final payment has been made, there would be

no means of enforcing compliance with this assurance --

surely a result not intended by the Congress.
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The authority to enforce section 636 by injunction

is, therefore, inferable from the statute itself. The

same considerations which led the Supreme Court to hold a

provision of a federal statute governing navigable waters

enforceable in United States v. Republic Steel Corp.,

362 U.S. 482 (1960), are applicable here. In that case

the United States sued to enjoin the defendants from

depositing industrial waste in the Calumet River without

a permit. Section 10 of the statute provided:

That the creation of any obstruction
not affirmatively authorized by Congress,
to the navigable capacity of any of the
waters of the United States is hereby
prohibited.

The court of appeals held that this provision was not

enforceable by injunction at the suit of the United

States, but the Supreme Court reversed. Although another

provision of the Act expressly authorized suits to remove

"structures," the statute was silent as to suits to

remove "obstructions" under section 10, and the defendants'

action amounted to an obstruction. 'Notwithstanding the

possibility that the specific remedy ^)rovided for one

violation excluded that remedy for other violations, the

Supreme Court, quoting Sanitary District of Chicago, V.

United States, 224 U.S. 413 (1912), held that "no statute

is necessary to authorize this suit." 362 U.S. at 492.

The Court said (Ibid.):

The Court [in Sanitary District] held that
the Attorney General could bring suit,
even though Congress had not given specific
authority. The test was whether the United
States had an interest to protect or defned.
Section 10 of the present Act defines the
interest of the United States which the
injunction serves.
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Congress has legislated and made its
purpose clear; it has provided enough
federal law in 310 from which appropriate
remedies may be fashioned even though they

rest on inferences. Otherwise we impute

to Congress a futility inconsistent with
the great design of this legislation.
(emphasis added)

The authority to institute suit, then, was

inferred from the fact that otherwise an important pro-

vision of law would be nugatory and that the existence of

the statutory provision evidenced a sufficient interest of

the United States to imply a remedy in the statute. That

is precisely what we urge here. And this proposition is

consistent with the principle, applicable, inter alia,

to questions of the enforceability of statutes, that

"there is a presumption against a construction which would

cause grave public injury or even inconvenience," United

States v. Powers, 307 U.S. 214, 217 (1939); Bird v. United

States, 187 U.S. 118, 124 (1902), and the equally com-

pelling dictum of the Court in Gemsco, Inc. v. ?'.alling,

324 U.S. 244, 266-267 (1945), where a similar question

arose as to authority to institute suit to enforce the

terms and conditions of a wage order, that "Congress did

not include authority to prescribe 'terms and conditions'

merely as a preachment."

Here, there is every reason to infer a power to

enforce the assurance in the courts. There is every reason

to avoid a result that would render the assurance ineffective

or relegate it to the status of a mere "preachment." It

follows, then, that section 636(b)(1)(r) is enforceable

in courts because the power to do so is implied in the

very nature of the statute.

C. Standing to iemove an Unconstitutional Burden on
the ":g ar Power

The standing of the United States to seek equit-

able relief in federal court to remove an unconstitutional
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burden upon its exercise of its power under Article I,

Section 8, "to regulate Commerce . . . among the several

States," has long been established.	 In re Debs, 158 U.S.

453 (1895); and see United States v. City of Montgomery,

201 F. Supp. 590 (I.i.O. Ala. 1962); United States v. Lassiter,

su p ra; United States v. U.S. Mans, Knights of the Ku Klux39/

Klan, Inc.,l94 F. Supp. 36.^

Although the cases relating to the war power are

fewer in number than those relating to interstate commerce,

they are equally clear that the United States has standing

to seek injunctive relief in federal court against any

burden upon the exercise of its power to maintain a de-

fense establishment. Paul v. United States, 371 U.S. 245

(1963); United States v. Georgia Public Service Commission,

371 U.S. 285 (1963).

That the United States relies in part upon the

Fourteenth Amendment cannot defeat its suit. ;'!bile the

rights of persons under the Fourteenth Amendment are often

referred to as "personal" or "individual" rights, it does

not follow -- as the defendants may be suggesting -- that a

violation of the Amendment can be relied upon only by those

who specifically fall within its protective scope.

In Pierce v, Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510

(1925), the State of Oregon had enacted a statute requir-

ing children within the state to attend state-operated schools.

The plaintiffs, who owned and operated certain private

schools within the state, complained that enforcement of

39/	 For a full discussion of the recent cases relating
to interstate commerce, see Dixon, Civil Rights in Trans-
portation, and the ICC, 31 Geo. VJJash. L. R. 198 (Cct.
1962).
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the law offended the Fourteenth Amendment by denying parents

liberty of choice in the education of their children, and

that the result was to injure the plaintiffs in the con-

duct of their business of operating private schools. The

defendants objected that the plaintiffs had no legal stand-

ing to obtain relief for Fourteenth Amendment violations

being suffered by others. The Court rejected this contention,

stating (pp. 535-536):

Appellees are corporations and therefore,
it is said, they cannot claim for themselves
the liberty which the Fourteenth Amendment
guarantees. Accepted in the proper sense,
this is true. Northwestern Life Ins. Co. v.
Riggs, 203 U.S. 243, 255; Western Turf
Association v. Greenberg, 204 U.S. 359, 363.
But they have business and property for which
they claim protection. These are threatened
with destruction through the unwarranted
compulsion which appellants are exercising
over present and prospective patrons of their
schools. And this court has gone very far
to protect against loss threatened by such
action. Truax v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33; Truax
v. Corrigan, 257 U.S. 312; Terrace v.
Thompson, 263 U.S. 197.

Generally it is entirely true, as urged
by counsel, that no person in any business
has such an interest in possible customers
as to enable him to restrain exercise of
proper power of the State upon the ground
that he will be deprived of patronage. But
the injunctions here sought are not against
the exercise of any proper power. Plaintiffs
asked protection against arbitrary, unreason-
able and unlawful interference with their
patrons and the consequent destruction of
their business and property. Their interest
is clear and immediate, within the rule
approved in Truax v. Raich, Truax v, Corrigan
and Terrace v. Thompson, supra, and many other
cases where injunctions have issued to protect
business enterprises against interference with
the freedom of patrons or customers. Hitchman
Coal & Coke Co. v. Mitchell, 245 U.S. 229;
Duplex Printing Press Co. v. Deering, 254 U.S.
443; American Steel Foundries v. Tri-City Central
Trades Council, 257 U.S. 184; Nebraska District
v. McKelvie, 262 U.S. 404; Truax v. Corrigan,+
supra, and cases there cited.	 '+

The Supreme Court considered a somewhat similar

situation in Barrows v. Jackson, 346 U.S. 249, 97 L. Ed.
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1586, 73 S. Ct. 1031 (1953). There the plaintiff had

sued in state court for damages, alleging that the defend-

ant had breached a racially- restrictive covenant contained

in a deed to real estate. The defendant, in disregard of

the covenant, had conveyed the property to a person falling

within the racial ban of the covenant's terms, In counter-

ing a defense that imposition of damages by a state court

would violate the Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of equal

protection, the plaintiff urged that the defendant, not

being a member of the race discriminated against, had no

standing to raise the issue. The Court, in rejecting the

contention, said (pp. 259-260);

Petitioners argue that the right to
equal protection of the laws is a "personal"
right, guaranteed to the individual rather
than to groups or classes. For instance,
discriminatory denial of sleeping-car and
dining-car facilities to an individual Negro
cannot be justified on the ground that there
is little demand for such facilities by
Negroes as a group. McCabe v. Atchison,
T. & S.F.R. Co., 235 U.S. 151, 161-162.
See Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629, 635.
This description of the right as "personal,"
when considered in the context in which it
has been used, obviously has no bearing on
the question of standing. Nor do we violate
this principle by protecting the rights of
persons not identified in this record. For
instance, in the Pierce case, the persons
whose rights were invoked were identified
only as 'present and prospective patrons'
of the two schools. ?^ierce v. Society o
Sisters, supra, at 535.	 In the present case,
it is not non-Caucasians as a group whose
rights are asserted by respondent, but the
rights of p articular non-caucasian would-be
users of restricted land.

This Court can no more close its eyes to the

defendants' violations of the Fourteenth Amendment than

could the courts which have granted relief to the United

States in su.ts to remove unconstitutional burdens upon

interstate commerce. See United States v. La ssiter, supra;

United S t ate s v. City of Shrev e port, supra; United States

v. C ity of Montgomery, supra.
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In addition, therefore, to the standing of

the United States to enforce both contractual and

statutory obligations, its standing rests independently

upon the authority to sue to remove a burden upon the

exercise of the war power.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons the motions to

dismiss in numbers 2643 and 2678 should be overruled.

BURKE MARSHALL,
Assistant Attorney General.

ROBERT B. HAUBERG,
United States Attorney.

ST. JOHN BARRETT,
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Attorneys,
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Of Counsel:
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EXECUTIVE ORDER 9981

Establishing the President's Committee on Equality
of Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed Services

Whereas it is essential that there be maintained
in the armed services of the United States the highest
standards of democracy, with equality of treatment and
opportunity for all those who serve in our country2s
defense:

Now, therefore, by virtue of the authority vested
in me as President of the United States, by the Con-
stitution and the statutes of the United States, and
as Commander in Chief of the armed services, it is
hereby ordered as follows:

1. It is hereby declared to be the policy of
the President that there shall be equality of treatment
and opportunity for all persons in the armed services
without regard to race, color, religion or national
origin. This policy shall be put into effect as
rapidly as possible, having due regard to the time
required to effectuate any necessary shanges without
impairing efficiency or morale.

2. There shall be created in the National Military
Establishment an advisory committee to be known as the
President's Committee on Equality of Treatment and
Opportunity in the Armed Services, which shall be com-
posed of seven members to be designated by the President.

3, The Committee is authorized on behalf of the
President to examine into the rules, procedures and
practices of the armed services in order to determine
in what respect such rules, procedures and practices
may be altered or improved with a view to carrying out
the policy of this order. The Committee shall confer
and advise with the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary
of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary
of the Air Force, and shall make such recommendations
to the President and to said Secretaries as in the
judgment of the Committee will effectuate the policy
hereof.

4. All executive departments and a gencies of
the Federal Government are authorized and directed
to cooperate with the Committee in its work and to
furnish the Committee such information or the services
of such persons as the Committee may require in the
performance of its duties.

5i	 5. When requested by the Committee to do so,
persons in the armed services or in any of the
executive departments and agencies of the Federal
Government shall testify before the Committee and
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shall make available for the use of the Committee
such documents and other information as the Committee
may require.

6. The Committee shall continue to exist until
such time as the President shall terminate its exist-
ence by Executive Order.

HARRY S. TRUMAN.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
July 26, 1948.

[Published in 13 Fed, Regis. 43130]
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Washington

JAN 12 1954

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

SUBJECT: Schools on Military Installations for
Dependents of Military and Civilian
Personnel

It is desired that appropriate steps be taken
to assure that the operation of all school facili-

ties located on military installations shall be
conducted without segregation on the basis of race
or color, Effective as of the date of this
memorandum, no-new school shall be opened for
operation on a segregated basis, and shcools
presently so conducted shall cease operating on a
segregated basis, as soon as practicable, and under
no circumstances later than September 1, 1955.

In the accomplishment of this policy, the
following action will be taken:

(a) For each military location on which a school
is now operating on a segregated basis, it will be
determined whether the local educational agency will
be able, under State Law, to operate the existing
school in accordance with the provisions of this
policy. If the local educational agency will not
be able to do so, appropriate proposals should be
prem. 'ed under provisions of Public Law 874, 81st
Congress, as amended, to the United States Commissioner
of Education for providing non-segregated free public
education in such school facilities. If the local
educational agency will conduct the school, immediate
steps will be taken to comply with this policy, and

(b) For military locations on which new schools
are being constructed, but the schools are as yet
not operating, immediate steps shall be taken to make
certain the permit for the operation of the school
contains a non-segregation clause,

/s/

C. E. Wilson
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Washington

APR 28, 1961

MEMORANDUM FOR THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
CHIEF, DEFENSE ATOMIC SUPPORT AGENCY
CHIEF, DEFENSE COMMUNICIATIONS AGENCY
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY

OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: Military and Civilian Employee Recreational Organiza
Organizations

Reference: (a) Memorandum of the President, dated
April 18, 1961

The purpose of this memorandum is to carry out the
directive of the President as set forth in Reference (a).

Discrimination based on race, creed, color or
national origin by employee recreational organizations is
contrary to the purpose and spirit of E. 0. 10925,
March 6, 1961.

No employee recreational organization which
practices discrimination based on race, creed, color or
national origin will be permitted to use the name of, or be
sponsored by the Department of Defense. No facility or
activity of the Department of Defense will be available to
such organization.

The foregoing applies to all facilities and activi-
ties of the Department of Defense, including those financed
from non-appropriated funds and to all recreational organi-
zations composed of full-time civilian and military
personnel in the Department of Defense. This policy is
effective immediately.

Action to assure compliance with this policy should
be initiated immediately and copies of the implementing
instructions issued furnished this office no later than
close of business May 15, 1961,

/s/
Robert S. McNamara
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON

JUN 19 1961

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

SUBJECT: Availability of Facilities to Military Personnel

1. The policy of equal treatment for all members
of the Armed Forces without regard to race, creed or color
is firmly established within the Department of Defense.

2. Therefore, in those areas where unsegregated
facilities are not readily available to members of the Armed
Forces in adjacent or surrounding communities, it is the
policy of the Department of Defense to provide such facili-
ties on military installations to the extent possible. In
addition, local commanders are expected to make every ef-
fort to obtain such facilities off base for members of the
Armed Forces through command-community relations committees.

3. Military police may be used to quell affrays
when military personnel are involved but military police
will not be employed on behalf of local authorities to sup-
port enforcement of racial segregation or other forms of
racial discrimination.

4. Legal actions by civilian authorities against
members of the Armed Forces growing out of enforcement of
racial segregation or other forms of racial discrimination
will be! carefully monitored by local commanders. As cir-
cumstances warrant, military legal assimtance may be
provided to assure that members of the Armed Forces are
afforded due process of law.

Roswell Gilpatric

DEPUTY
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Washin g ton 25, D. C.

MANPOWER
	

NOV 7 1961

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE ARMY

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

SUBJECT: Minority Representation in Officer Procurement
and Training

In response to a recent summary submitted to the White
House concerning the participation of Negroes in officer
training programs and the factors bearing on such participa-
t=on, the following communication has been received:

"The problem of adequate minority represent-
ation in officer training is another example
in which affirmative action is needed to
assure that qualified Negro applicants are
recruited or given the opportunity for
special training in order to meet required
standards. The civilian departments of the
government are undertaking recruitment and
special training programs on a wide front.
This is an area in which Defense still has
substantial headway to make. It is recog-
nized that such recruitment and training
efforts impose extra demands on the govern-
ment; but in other agencies that has been
willingly initiated in the last 9 months
and is believed to be sound public policy in
dissipating the over-all racial problems
confronting the nation."

Obviously, policies of passive non-discrimination in
officer training and procurement do not satisfy the require-
ments indicated by the communication. As a matter of
urgency, therefore, each military department will institute
specific active measures to increase the participation of
Negroes in existing officer procurement and training programs.
These measures should include but not be limited to the
following avenues of action%

(a) Special efforts to bring to the attention
of Negro students at the secondary school
and college levels both the opportunities
for officer training and appointment in
the respective services and the channels
by which they may seek entrance.

(b) An active policy in colleges where Negro
students are enrolled to encourage Negro
participation in the officer training
courses and to provide counselling and
assistance as may be required by
potentially qualified Negro students.
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(c) In all recruiting and classification programs
for enlisted personnel, require the identifi-
cation of individual Negro recruits whose
native aptitudes indicate possible quali-
fication for officer training and appointment,
and provide follow-through action to insure
that these individuals are aware of
opportunities and are assisted as necessary.

(d) Institute active public information programs,
in addition to (1), above, to reach potential
Negro candidates as a specific objective.

I request that you put your departmental programs in
effect at the earliest possible date, and that not later than
1 December 1961 you advise me of the programs in effect and
the projected date of implementation of your further plans.

Carlisle P. Runge
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Washington 25, D. C.

Dec 7 1961

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
UNDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
UNDER SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

SUBJECT 	 Non-Segregation Policy in Training and Education

The policies of the Department of Defense with
regard to non-segregation apply to all civil defense
training and education activities for which the Office of
Civil Defense is responsible, including public education
and information activities.

Military and civilian personnel, and their
families, will be participating in civil defense training
and education activities. It is requested that Commanders
be reminded of their responsibility to insure that any
training sponsored by or •c^ccrd .na;ted with a military de-
partment is conducted on a non-segregated basis. Where
non-segregated facilities off-base are not available for
the conduct of such training, they should be made available
on the base.

Carlisle P. Runge
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Washington

APR 3 1962

MEMORANDUM FOR The Under Secretary of the Army
The Under Secretary of the Navy
The Under Secretary of the Air Force

SUBJECT: Compliance with E, O. 9981 in the Army, Navy,
Air Force and Marine Corps Reserves

The problem of assuring equality of treatment and
opportunity for all persons in the Army, Navy, Air Force and
Marine Corps Reserves has been the subject of a number of
past conferences and reports, and is a matter of continuing
concern for all of us,

In order to assure that our responsibilities in this
area under Executive Order 9981 are carried out, two specific
measures are required:

1. The identification of all-Negro and all-White
reserve units, and initiation of action to integrate them as
rapidly as is consistent with military effectiveness.

2. An over-all review of the assignment of Negroes
to reserve units to determine if a disproportionate number
ag-, e assigned to pools. Where this is found to be so, positive
measures should be taken, consistent with the military
requirements and the skills of the personnel involved, to
provide for the assignment of more Negroes to specific reserve
units. The proportion of Negroes assigned to units in
relation to their total strength in the reserves, while not
a mathematical formula which can be applied to action in this
area, will serve as a guide for measuring progress.

An initial report of action taken is requested by
1 May 1962. This initial report is to be followed by a series
of four reports at quarterly intervals, beginning with the
quarter ending 30 June 1962. Each of the quarterly reports
should reach this office within 30 days after the end of the
quarter, All reports should be addressed to the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower).

This reporting requirement has been assi gned Report
Control Symbol DD-M(Fo)6221.

Roswell Gilpatric
DEPUTY
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Washington

June 22, 1962

Dear Mr. Gesell:

The Department of Defense has made great progress since the
end of World War II in promoting equality of treatment and
opportunity for all persons in the Armed Forces. The military
services can take justifiable pride in their outstanding
accomplishments in this area over the past ten years.

It is appropriate now, however, to make a thorough review of
the durrent situation both within the services and in the
communities where military installations are located to
determine what further measures may be required to assure
equality of treatment for all persons serving in the Armed
Forces.

There is considerable evidence that in some civilian communi-
ties in which military installations are located, discrimination
on the basis of race, color, creed, or national origin is a
serious source of hardship and embarrassment for Armed Forces
personnel and their dependents.

In order that I may have the benefit of advice from an inde-
pendent body of distinguished citizens on the most effective
action that can be taken to cope with the problem I am
establishing a Committee on E q uality of opportunity in the
Armed Forces, and I ask that you serve as Chairman of the
Committee.

The Committee will include in its consideration of the general
problem the following specific questions:

1. What measures should be taken to improve the
effectiveness of current policies and proced-
ures in the Armed Forces with re gard to equality
of treatment and opportunity for persons in the
Armed Forces?

2. What meavures should be employed to improve
equality c= opportunity for members of the Armed
Forces and Their dependents in the civilian com-
munity, particularly with respect to housing,
education, transportation, recreational facilities,
community events, programs and activities?

The Secretary of Defense will make all necessary facilities of
the Department of Defense available to the Committee for
carrying out this important assignment.

Sincerely,

/s/ John F. Kennedy
Gerhard A. Gesell, Esquire
Union Trust Building
Washington 5, D. C.



ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Washit,gtoil 25 j DJ-.C.

JAN 17 1963

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

SUBJECT, Use of Racially restricted facilities in field
exercises

This office has been advised of circumstances in

which non-government buildings which are racially restricted
or maintain racially restricted facilities have been select-.
ed for use in connection with field exercises. The result-
ing denial of access to such facilities by some personnel
engaged in the exercise has given rise to valid complaints
of racial discrimination.

It is suggested you remind commanders that
facilities selected for use in field exercises should be
open to use by all personnel without regard to race.

The convenience of a particular facility, or the
fact that it has been volunteered for use by a local
organization, will not serve to justify its use if full
access is not available to all personnel on a non-discrimina-
tory basis, and other arrangements should be made.

Norman S. Paul
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Washington 25, D.C.

MANPOWER
	

JAN 18 1963

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

SUBJECT: Integration of USO Facilities Operatin g in
Federally Owned Buildings

Enclosed herewith is a copy of a recent resolution
adopted by the Executive Committee of the United Services
Organizations, Inc. As noted therein, segregated USO
facilities are still in evidence in some parts of the United
States. Of immediate concern to the Defense Department is
the fact that some of these facilities are located in
federally owned buildings,

In view of the relationship between the USO and the
Defense Establishment, it is considered appropriate that area
commanders be enjoined to lend their full support to the USO
program for establishment of non—segregated facilities,
While community relations in this matter are the primary
responsibility of the United Services Organizations, Inc.,
the Defense Department has a vested interest in any policy
which affects members of the Armed Forces,

Accordingly, it is requested that this matter be treated
on a priority basis and that steps be taken to insure maximum
cooperation between area commanders and USO officials.

Herman S. Paul

Enc1
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Washington

MAR 8 1963

MEMORANDUM FOR The Secretary of the Army
The Secretary of the Navy
The Secretary of the Air Force

SUBJECT:	 Nondiscrimination in Family Housing

Effective immediately, all leases for family
housing which are executed on bhalf of the United States
pursuant to the authority contained in Section 515, Public
Law 161-84, as amended, shall contain the following clause:
"It is understood and agreed that the Government will as-
sign the desired premises to military personnel in accordance
with Executive Order No, 11063, dated November 20, 1962,
which pro° • ides that housing and related facilities shall
be available without discrimination among tenants because
of race, color, creed, or national origin,"

In addition, effective immediately, listings
maintained by base housing offices of available private
housing shall include only those units which are available
without regard to race, color, creed, or national origin.

Addressees shall insure implementation of these
directives and provide copies to my office.

Robert S. McNamara
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